Your World of Legal Intelligence

Award-winning legal technology
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Move beyond traditional research methods to uncover valuable insights and gain a technological
advantage with vLex’s collection of unique research tools, including the award-winning Vincent AI, a
powerful legal research assistant.

Connect your in-house knowledge
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As the only service that can connect and enrich your in-house knowledge with the world’s largest
collections of legal information, vLex makes it possible to enhance your productivity while finding
valuable insights in your documents.

Excellence in cross-jurisdictional research
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With on-the-ground experts around the world, vLex can develop cross-jurisdictional, comparative
and international research tools, setting new research standards for practitioners.

Global coverage, local intelligence
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Only with vLex can you access the world’s largest collections of legal information, from over 100
countries, on one service. This includes exclusive content collections of primary legal authorities
and secondary material.

Trusted by millions of users worldwide
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Hear from our customers, and learn about their experience of working with vLex.

Discover all benefits and features
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Learn how to contact your local office to book an online demonstration suitable for individuals and
teams and explore vLex with one of our in-house experts who can walk you through our technology,
content and other services.
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Award-winning legal
research technology
Founded over 20 years ago, vLex is an award-winning legal technology provider and
market-leading solution for legal research. Since pioneering single-service access to the
world’s legal information, vLex now helps millions of users worldwide find information
faster, stay up to date with the law, and helps industry-leading firms make better
connections between their data and documents.

Virtual Legal Assistant Solution of the Year
at the 2021 LegalTech Breakthrough Awards for Vincent AI

Excellence in Litigation and Data Science Finalist
at the Legal Innovation Awards 2021

Disruptive Technology of the Year Finalist
at the Legal Innovation Awards 2022

Excellence in Legal Publishing Nominee
for the Hugh Lawford Award 2021

Lifetime Contributor Award Nominee for Masoud Gerami,
Managing Director, vLex Global Markets
at the Legal Innovation Awards 2022

Fastcase 50 Award for Lluis Faus,
Co-Founder, CEO and Executive Chairman, vLex
for Innovators, Visionaries, and Leaders in Law, 2021
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All of your knowledge
in one location
vLex is the only platform in the world that enables you to connect your in-house
knowledge with the world’s largest collections of legal information, and automatically link
and enrich your documents, enabling you to find the most relevant legal information with
a single search.
Identify legal citations in personal documents, add links to authorities on vLex, and
effortlessly make intelligent recommendations for further reading.

Find information faster and
stay up to date with the law
•

Bring legal information to the top of your search results, and find information
faster, with the vLex Chrome extension.

•

Build custom email alerts based on common searches, client interests and
document types.

•

Save time, build better arguments and reduce the risk of errors with vLex for
Microsoft Word.

Explore all integrations at vlex.com/integrations
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Seamlessly navigate
across jurisdictions
Instantly identify the most cited passages of a judgment and even see where and how those sections have been most
subsequently cited. vLex cross-references hundreds of thousands of documents continuously to identify cited passages,
and provide direct links between documents.

Automatic language translation
If you are conducting international or comparative legal research, or if you are simply looking for
a persuasive or binding case from overseas, vLex can automatically translate documents into
multiple languages, giving you greater access to the law.
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Reduce the risk of missing
important information
Only with vLex can you access unlimited search results from our entire database,
including information outside of your subscription, to help you find relevant documents
and minimise the risk of missing important information.

Connecting the world’s
legal resources

vLex is home to the largest collection of legal and regulatory information in the world. This
includes exclusive collections of case law, legislation, books, and journals from across both
common law and civil law regions. Additionally, vLex brings together thousands of legal and
news sources from hundreds of the world’s leading publishers, helping you to find more in
one location.
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The world’s largest
collections of legal information,
on one service

Latin America

Central America

North America

Document types

Argentina

Costa Rica

Canada

Administrative decisions

Bolivia

Cuba

Mexico

Books

Brazil

The Dominican Republic

United States

Case law

Chile

El Salvador

Codes

Colombia

Guatemala

Collective agreements

Ecuador

Honduras

Constitutions

Mercosur

Nicaragua

Dockets

Paraguay

Panama

Draft bills

Peru

Forms and contracts

Uruguay

Journals

Venezuela

Law reports
Legislation
News and blogs
Newspapers

Only with vLex can you access the world’s largest collections of legal information,
from over 100 countries, on one service. From comparative and international law to
provincial litigation, vLex provides a unique combination of content and technology
to further your understanding and knowledge of the law.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The largest collection of UK superior court judgments
The largest collection of Irish judgments
The largest collection of Caribbean judgments
The largest collection of offshore judgments
Extensive coverage of common law jurisdictions
The largest collection of legal information from Spain

Asia & Oceania

The Caribbean

Europe

Australia

Anguilla

Andorra

India

Antigua and Barbuda

Austria

New Zealand

Bahamas

Belgium

Malaysia

Barbados

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Pakistan

Belize

Czech Republic

Philippines

Bermuda

Denmark

South Korea

British Virgin Islands

European Union

Singapore

The Cayman Islands

France

Sri Lanka

Dominica

Germany

Thailand

Grenada

Ireland

Guyana

Italy

Jamaica

Jersey

Montserrat

Latvia

Puerto Rico

Netherlands

St. Kitts and Nevis

Poland

St. Lucia

Portugal

St. Vincent & the

Spain

Grenadines

Sweden

Trinidad and Tobago

Switzerland

Turks and Caicos

United Kingdom

The largest collection of legal information from Mexico
The largest collection of legal information from Latin America
The largest collection of official gazettes from Latin America

Africa
Namibia

Contact vLex for additional coverage information.
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South Africa
Zimbabwe

Official gazettes
Practice notes
Regulations
Statutes

See individual products for
availability in each region.
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Trusted worldwide
by millions of users

“Excellent materials.”
Associate Professor, University Of Toronto

Founded over 20 years ago, vLex provides a first-class and comprehensive
service for over two million users, including lawyers, law firms, government
departments, and law schools worldwide.

“I think the precedent map is excellent.”
Solicitor, Eversheds Sutherland, Ireland

10/10 “Very comprehensive and easy to navigate.”
Barrister, Del Canto Chambers, United Kingdom

“At Alberta Law Libraries, our energies are always directed to connecting people
with the world of legal information, and collaborating with vLex Justis to bring US,
UK and Canadian legal resources is a key part of delivering on our commitments,”
ALL Director, Canada
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International law firms
leverage vLex’s technology
“We’re passionate about delving into problems that need solving for the benefit of our
clients and our business. Machine learning technologies are transforming how lawyers
work, enabling them to gather insights from data corpora much quicker and more
efficiently than using largely manual historic processes. Working with vLex Justis and their
outstanding content and technology, we have the chance to explore together a number of
use cases for the application of machine learning to legal text.”

Chief Strategy Officer, Mishcon de Reya

Benefits for Bar
Association members
“For smaller firms, in particular, this will be a great equalizer, enabling them to tap into
technology previously only available to the very largest firms in the country.”

Executive Director, Kentucky Bar Association
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Enhancing productivity
within law libraries
“Vincent has saved the library staff at our law library hours of research when
searching for “something like this” or the proverbial needle in a haystack.
Whether library staff are helping our members research to write a factum,
memorandum, an article, or a book, Vincent significantly reduces our members’
research time. Research that would normally take hours now takes minutes.“

Library Manager & Executive Director, Waterloo Region Law Association

Supporting education in
over 500 law schools
“The vLex platform enables students to engage in advanced, efficient and
comprehensive legal research in clear and intuitive ways that are transferable to
careers in the legal profession. Training students on the use of the vLex platform is
a central part of building our students’ legal and socio-legal research skills.”

Associate Professor, School of Law and Government, Dublin City University
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What we do best...
Aggregate global authorities
vLex hosts the world’s largest collections of legal and regulatory
information, bringing together thousands of exclusive legal sources and
publishers on a single platform. We can start a free trial for you and
your colleagues to enable you to experience vLex in your own time, and
explore our content in detail.

Develop world-class legal technology
We build award-winning software that understands legal information,
powering advanced features across jurisdictions and languages.

Reimagine legal research
vLex is the world’s simplest and most reliable way to find and understand
legal authorities. Intelligent search, interactive visualisations and AI-powered
technology makes vLex a vital tool for lawyers across the world.

Enhance your data
vLex is the first and only platform that allows you to combine your
in-house knowledge with vLex data on a single service. With pre-built
connectors and custom integrations, you can automatically enrich your
content to uncover new insights.

Integrate with legal workflows
vLex intelligence is integrated into the software that lawyers use every
day, through a suite of cross-platform extensions for web browsers and
MS Office applications.

Build custom enterprise solutions
We help enterprise customers transform their business by extending
vLex with custom datasets, advanced features and APIs.
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vLex in Numbers
Our customers

Our content

Our commitment

45,000,000+

120,000,000+

20+

Visitors each year

Searchable legal documents

Years of development

2,000,000+

30,000+

750+

Registered users

Documents added daily

Publishing partners

100+

440,000,000+

2,500+

Countries served

Connections and citations

Sources of legal information

Built by over 200 local experts
vLex’s on-the-ground experts provide valuable insights into the provincial needs of key
customer groups, delivering a powerful and unique understanding of the legal sector on both
a local and global scale. Supported by a growing network of domain specialists in over 20
countries, vLex continues to successfully refine its intelligent tools, acquire important and
authoritative content and ultimately deliver local intelligence to a global audience.
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Discover all of vLex’s
features and benefits
Please contact us directly to book your online demonstration. These sessions are
suitable for teams or individuals, and they will give you the opportunity to see and
experience all the benefits and features of vLex. Following your demonstration, we can
start a free trial for you and your colleagues to enable you to experience vLex in your
own time, and explore our content in detail.
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Contact your local office
vLex Global Markets
Our Global Markets team looks after our customers in the UK,
Ireland, the Caribbean, Australia, New Zealand, the United States,
Canada, and Asia. The Global Markets team supports all English
language enquiries.
hello@vlex.com
UK: +44 (0) 20 7284 8080
USA: +1 800 335 6202
Canada: +1 (343) 7000450

vLex Europe
Our Europe team looks after our customers across continental
Europe, and can support enquiries in both Spanish and English.
support@vlex.com
Spain: +34 932 722 685

vLex Latin America
Our Latin American team covers all of Central and South America,
and can support Spanish and Portuguese enquiries.
support@vlex.com
Mexico: +52 55 4169 7136
Colombia: +57 (601) 4896950
Chile: +56 2 28 986 032
Brazil: +55 1131817 729
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Your World of Legal Intelligence

Access to external services may require additional subscriptions not sold by vLex. All data displayed is accurate as of 2021. IP recognition
can limit or restrict certain features. All logos and names of publishers, commercial providers and services are provided to us by the
respective organisations operating these services and are shown here for an accurate representation of the service. Linking to external
services may require additional subscriptions with third parties which are not included in vLex subscriptions. All subscriptions are for a
minimum of 12 months unless explicitly stated otherwise. Comprehensive coverage is only available for specific jurisdictions; as with all
providers, coverage gaps will exist.
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